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	Deep_Need: Peace. More than anything you need a place to heal. You had a rocky childhood that's left scars.
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Transformation]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Grounding
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	Gaes_Personal_Description: Barricata D'Acqua
	Name: Sage Salucci
	Title: 2 of Clubs, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Kylem
	Faction: Practitioner
	Family: Salucci
	Tulpa: The Stone Mill Witch
	Arts: Ritual MagicYou may now cast magical rituals, brew potions, or make charms that have minor magical effects. All rituals require time to perform or prepare and cannot normally be done during a dramatic action. Effects that could be easily reproduced by modern technology, such as scrying through a focus, locating an object you have a connection to, creating a light source, or brewing a potion that numbs pain only take a few minutes to prepare if you have access to basic magical components. Minor magical effects that have no dramatic impact, such as lighting a candle with a wave of the hand, can be done with a few seconds of chanting.More potent rituals always require the director’s approval, require a depletion check, and also require expending something rare or expensive, taking a long time to prepare, relying on special circumstances such as a time and a place, drawing unwanted attention, or other dramatic caveat as agreed upon by you and the director. All rituals are transitory in nature, either single use or lasting the length of a single scene at the longest.The Practitioners are known for their proficiency in magic rites. Practitioners, with the director’s approval, may cast simple rituals in a single dramatic action.Mr. HydeBy making a depletion check, you gain the ability to transform into a single different shape other than your natural form. This new form can be wildly different than your normal appearance, such as an animal, a different sex, or even a tree. In this form you retain all of your normal senses and can speak, even if the form wouldn’t normally allow. Use the transformation rules in Chapter 3 to determine the mechanical effects of the transformation. With the director’s approval you may make a depletion check to access some of the traits of your alternate forms without transforming all the way, such as a vampire’s heightened sense of smell from their wolf form. The Salucci can transform into a number of different natural animal forms equal to their highest known Freedom art. The Salucci can only adopt one form at a time.Houdini’s HandcuffsLocks and restraints are no impediment to you. By making a depletion check, either a single lock or all restraints or grapplers currently binding you immediately open to you. It doesn’t matter what the nature of the restraint is, physical, mechanical, or electronic. If the barrier you’re attempting to unlock is sealed with magic or another art, you must succeed in a Will check against the balance of the oratum who created it.
	Faction Benefits: Bedknobs and Broomsticks. A practitioner can ask a member of their faction for a oneshot ritual, potion, or fetish without any expectation of compensation as many times as their social rank per Season. Practitioners are supposed to share their loci for the three Rs: research, rituals, and reconnection. Any member of a Practitioner family can ask for access within reason.
	Geasa: Transformation: Grounding. Running water nullifies practitioner magic. A river, for example, would act like a barrier to magic, grounding any spells that attempted to pass over. If a Practitioner is in or under flowing water, they are unable to use their arts.Craving: The Source. A Practitioner must reconnect with the divine energies that fuel their magics. This connection requires performing a ritual ceremony that aligns with their tulpa’s needs, either at a locus of power or with a cabal of other Practitioners as large as their balance participating in the ritual. The Practitioner must participate in one of these ceremonies every [11 – balance] days or lose access to their highest rank of arts.Transformation: Rebel with a Cause. If a Salucci participates in the rituals and mores of the dominant culture they live in that conflict with their tulpa, it affects their magical connection as if they failed to reconnect. If a Salucci is forced to participate in institutional rituals, such as being held captive in an asylum, after losing all arts they begin to suffer baned harm in the form of sickness until they die.Metamorphosis: Witch’s Mark. The Salucci are haunted by the signs of the witch. Maybe it’s a mole, birthmark, or extra nipple. Perhaps it’s that lightbulbs have a habit of burning out when they’re around or milk spoils too quickly. Whatever the reason, humans in positions of authority have a tendency to mistrust Salucci even if they’ve done nothing to deserve suspicion. They suffer handicap to Charm approaches whenever having social interactions with any mortal acting in a position of authority. Prohibition: Barricata D'Acqua.From wading through waist-high water or deeper.


